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Team processes as related to educational objective development are divided
into two parts: (1) a low level conflict exercise. and (2) an educational objectives
worksheet. Part One or the exercise involves showing a neutral document on the
overhead project and eliciting responses to certain specific questions. This done as a
large group first and then in four small groups. The process is diagrammed with
appropriate feelings of group members. The next activity involves giving each member
a document and having them subject their document to the group transaction. Part
Two utilizes Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. In this are three behavior
categories: (1) cognitive domain, (2) affective domain, and (3) psychomotor domain.
Individuals are asked to analyze examples in terms of these subcategories. A
worksheet on objectives. educational and instructional, is included along with a
systems sheet on the parts of education. (KJ)
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Part T Continued

L,t us trace through the process of exposing the forces:

Wage 2

Process I Feeling 1

Individual transaction1. Start with confrontation

2. Emergence of awareness of
thoughts and feelings

Group transactions
A. Group properties

. 1. Anxiety reduction
2. Interdependent
3. Purpose

3. Group for purpose and goal
identification and responses
pooled

Depersonalize responses of
respondee group (pooling of
testimony) (use a perSon other
than the training leader)

4. Confrontation.again in response
to leader questions - focus on
common theme

Leader intervention to identify
common theme

Foci

Target Process Flow

Self in
Relational
Situation
and Class
and Self

Knowledge of
Object and
Interrela-
tionships

Individual Psyche-Interaction Class with Ex erts

Confronting
Situation

Emergence of
Awareness

New Inputs -
Identify Themes

Individual
Investigation

Committee -
Organize Reports

Broad Questions
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Part I Continued .Page 4

Each of you will be given a document that hereafter is to be considered

representative of a document you may want to use with other groups.

a hope that you will expose people to an "early draft" form as we are about

to do today. Secondly the time factor for reactions must be realized.

For our sessions we will allow five minutes. You may allow as much

two or three months because of the state of communications and transportiti

in Alaska. The third major step to which you must subject "your document"

is the group transaction step. This step permits anxieties about the document

to be expressed legally to others. This step also permits people to build

on anxieties and, through factual input by group leaders, turn this energy to

constructive concepts. Mutual building of this sort is called interdependent

behaviors. Once the group reduces its anxieties and builds positively we are

ready to establish a "purpose." For operationalization of this idea, smaller

regional meetings should be part of your group's budget for next year. The

next step is to provide a mutual grouping of the ideas developed by the

smaller groups. Pool these responses and redraft "your document." The

crucial steps should imply to the users, teachers or supervisors the

following:

1. This is a draft document.

2. We will plan for "real" input from you, the users, concerning

any changes.

3. We will take the information you offer and revise the document

as per your ideas.

4. Field trials will be part of the revisions of the document.

5. Additional revisions.



LESSON 1

Bloom's Taxonomy of Ech;LaLlopl Objecrives reognizes t.hrue behavior catev,L

1. Copnitive Domain: This COVet5 all objectives con,r.erned with th..2

intellectual processes of the learner. The vast majority of
educational objectives employed in schools belong to this domo.

2. Affective Domain: This covers attitudinal, emotional and valuin
behaviors of learners, teflected by interests, appreciations. ,,,'

This is a more nebulous area than the cognitive domain, but
if not more, important.

3. Psychomotor Domain: This includes objectives concerned with ph3o7:
skills.

EXAMPLES

1. Indicate whether the following objectives are Cognitive (C),
Affective (A), or Psychomotor (P).

The student:
aR answers a true -false test.
b. writes his name correctly.
c wants to be a doctor.

Answer: a. C; b. c. A

2. Classify this objective as primarily cognitive, affective, or psychomotor:

"The student will reflect his interest in the topic treated during the
unit by subsequently selecting books pertinent to it during free reading
periods."

Answer: This is an affective objective; that is, it has to do
with interest.

3,. Classify this objective:

"Pupils will learn to translate correctly in English previously
unseen short stories written in Russian,"

Answer: Cognitive

4. Classify this objective:

"At the end of the unit everyone in the class will be able to identify
the type of logical fallacy committed by writers in six complicated
persuasive essays."

Answer: Cognitive
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5. Classify this objective:

Page. 6

"The student will learn to ski down tie practice slope, railing no
more than once, and bteaking.no mote than one bone."

Answer: Psychomot,:)i:

Such a taxonomic analysis points up ovetemphasis on one domain. Wc
deal here only with the Cognitive Domain.

1. Knowledgeinvolves the recall or facts.

2. Comprehensionthe learner makes use of the material without. ,. -LI,
seeing its full impli:.atidns. For example, translating into a ioreiga
language, or interpreting graphs involves comprehension.

3. Applicationinvolv-es the use of abstractions in particular and
concrete situations.

4. Analysis --- involves separating a complex whole into its parts, until
the relationship among the elements is made clear.

5. Synthesis-- involves combining elements to form a new, original entity.

6. Evaluation -- involves value judgments, Such a separation into levels
within one domain shows that most of the teacher's goals are only
at the lowest level.

EXAMPLES

1, When given a multiple choice test containing ten important facts
mentioned in the story, "Station in Space," the student will correctly
choose nine out of ten answers.

Answer: Knowledge

2. Having read "Station in Space," the student will be presented with three
paragraphs from the stoy. In each of these paragraphs there.is one
added sentence that does not relate to the rest of the paragraph. The
student will, with 100% accuracy, underline the unrelated sentence in
each of the three paragraphs.

Answer: Application

3. When given three descriptions of the outward appearance of a space
station, and asked to identify the one described in the story, the
student will choose the correct one.

Answer: Evaluation

4. After reading the selection, the student will be able to organize the
details of the story under these headings: Provision of Food, Shelter,
Clothing, Air, Water

Answer: Analysis
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5. When asked, the student will briefly describe, using diagrams or words,
how the engineers will assemble the space station and provide for their
immediate needs.

Answer: Comprehension

6. After reading "Star ion in Space," the child will be able to wrire ,

fictional space station story with characters and their subsequent
exploration adventures.

Answer: Synthesis

AFFECTIVE DOMAIN

This is the most nebulous domain and deals with the classification of emotional
and attitudinal behavior.

1. Receiving--the learner is sensitized Le the existence of certain phenomena
and stimuli.

2. Responding--the learner goes beyond merely attending to the phenomenon

3. Valuing--the learner displays behavior consistent with a belief or
attitude. The learner is not motivated by the desire to comply or obey,
but by individual comitment.

4. Organizationthe learner suc,:essively internalizes values.

EXAMPLES

1, After reading and discussing the story the student will volunteer to
debate (pro or con i the sabject, "Resol,,ed: Stations in space are a
prerequisite to future space exploration."

Answer: Responding

2. Given the opportunity, the learner will give three reasons why he would or
would not wish to be a spa,:.e scientist,experimenting in outer space.

Answer: Organization

3. After, reading "Station in Space," the student will be alert toward
the vast changes which space travel may bring to our world.

Answer: Receiving

The student will demcnstrate his belief in the necessity and value of
wide reading by:
a. electing to read more often than tc, engage in another activity

during his spare class time
b. a 50% increase in the number of books read as reported on his chart.
c. a 50% increase in the number or voluntary book reports he makes to

the class.

Answer: Valuing



Part II - Continued Pw6e

Tell wh, tier the following objectives are Cognitive, Affective, or Psychomotor

1. The pupils will be able to sketch with Charcoal a reasonably accult.,:.,
representation of a windmill.

Answer: Psychomott

2. The teacher wants hel pupils to show improved vocabularies
from multiple choice alternatives the correct definitions fo.:
previously defined in class.

Answer: Cognitive

3. Students will fill out and return anonymously questionnaires designo:
measure their attitudes toward minority groups.

Answer: Affective

4. When presented with a previously unencountered problem in geometry, the
student will display a creative solution by using already learned theorem,,
in any manner which for him is unique but, at the same time, adequate to
solve the problem.

Answer: Cognitive

In conclusion, we could say that there is absolutely no reason why a behavioral
objective should be trivial. The problem is one of stating more complex
behaviors in precise behavioral terms.



Paft II Continued

GOAL:

EDUCATIONAL (PROGRAM) OBJECTIVE:

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

What will the learner be DOING? then write:

What CONDITIONS will you impose?

How will you RECOGNIZE success?

Now write your complete instructional objective below:
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